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and then Brockhole 
which is the Lake District Visitor 
Centre overlooking Lake Windermere,
a not-for-profit attraction run by the
Lake District National Park. 

The Queen was asked by a little girl
whether she preferred a baby boy or
girl for the imminent birth of her third
great grandchild, to which she was 
reported to have said that she didn’t
mind but hoped the baby came along
soon as she was about to go on holi-
day! Well I’m now back in London on
what is predicted to be the hottest
day of the year so far and news this
morning (22nd July) that the Duchess
of Cambridge has gone into labour.
Perfect timing for the Queen! 

Yesterday I read of plans to cele-
brate the birth. The fountains in Trafal-
gar Square will be illuminated in either
pink or blue, there will be a 62 gun
salute from the Tower of London and
the London Eye will display lights in
red white and blue! 

Stop press! We are just in time for
the wonderful news that at 4:24pm 
on Monday the 22nd July, an 8lb 6oz
baby boy, named Prince George
Alexander Louis, was born to the
Duke & Duchess of Cambridge. We
wish them all the very best.

On the news we saw some primary
school children busy making cards to
celebrate the birth, and it made me
wonder how many of you may be
sending some of your own hand made
greetings cards to this special family
for the occasion! 

Hope the summer weather contin-
ues and that you enjoy it.

I’ve been teaching travel 
medicine to nurses around the 
UK, but no trip was more en-
joyable than to the China Fleet 
Country Club in Saltash, Corn-
wall where I caught up with an old 
friend again, Karen Newman. We’ve
met over the years at study days, 
and Karen is an avid card maker and
follower of Craft Creations. So it was
good to talk, not only about the trials
and tribulations of our work in Gener-
al Practice, but of our shared passion
for card making and the desire to 
have more time to do so! 

If you’ve never visited the Lake Dis-
trict, it really should be on your ‘must
do’ list. I started writing this on the
last day of our timeshare holiday in
beautiful Langdale. With the longest
heatwave in the past seven years, I
cannot remember a more glorious
week in our 12 years of visits at this
time of year, and dare I say, it was
sometimes too warm for comfort! 

The scenery is stunning and so
variable with the differing seasons
(yes we have a timeshare in the winter
too!) and it’s a place I enjoy for its
tranquillity and the opportunity to
make more cards! So how about this
for decadence - have iron, will travel -
I spent many hours of my time on the
lodge balcony which looks out on the
Langdale Pikes, with the trees around
me, ironing my little fabric pieces to
make my patchwork cards! 

With no breeze at all this was quite
safe and then I glued them all togeth-
er - well I tell a white lie, I had a fan
blowing cool air, but only onto my legs
as it was just too hot without it! To
add to the joy, I had my iPad beside
me, my headphones on, watching a
film! I quite regretted not taking the
cards along too so I could complete
them, but I find that task easier back
home. I’ve taken a photo for you to
see what I was up to!

All the best people come to this
area. In the middle of the week of our
trip, the Queen was visiting Kendal
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Myth & Magic
By Pam Finden
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Black Card: CRE05CA4 Creative Cover.

White Card: REG02A4 Creative Smooth.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL676U-03 Unicorn Scene,
XL801U-03 Star Borders, ZL801U-47 Glitter Star
Borders and ZL633U-47 Borders.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use a pencil to mark the card along both the top
and bottom edges, see the diagram. Measuring from
the left hand side, make the first mark at 25mm, the
next at 50mm, and the last at 169mm. 

Place a ruler from top to bottom along the pairs 
of marks and make them all 25mm deep as shown.
Score along the blue and green dotted lines, then cut
along the solid red lines. Find the centre of the card
(144mm from the left) and score a line going between
the red cut lines, not to the edges of the card. Erase
any pencil marks that may show.

Fold the card, the blue lines are folded with the
right side of the card facing out, the two short green
lines fold the opposite way.

Cut two 20mm wide strips from the long edge 
of the white card sheet. Cut these to fit across the
lower front edge of the card and down the stepped-
back, narrow side edges. Add a black star border in
the centre of each, trimming neatly to the ends of the
card then add the blue stars from the glitter sheet in
all the open stars. Lift these on a pricking tool or the
tip of a craft knife to make them easy to place.

Cut an 80mm x 108mm panel of white card and
stick to the centre of the card mount. Cut another
panel to 66mm x 94mm, add the unicorn scene to
the centre, and some of the smaller blue stars. Stick
this onto the panel already on the card and make a
blue glitter border around it using the stickers.

I made a message panel, and put it on the back 
of the card, otherwise the white would show through
the slots when the card is open and spoil the effect. 

Cut the white card to
100mm x 124mm,
add a Happy Birthday
sticker (XL408U-03),
bits of glitter swirls
(ZL807U-47) for the
corners, and white
swirls/stars (XL807U-
08) above the panel.

Far left: This more
colourful version has 
a shaded paper back-
ground (SR231P).

Cut the black card to 288mm wide x 144mm deep
then prepare it for folding as follows.



Quilled Fuchsia
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Card: 
CRC117P Blue/Purple Gradient.

Creative Die-Cuts: CDD204S Duo
Panel Squares, CDT001P Pink
Mum, CDT003P Purple Mum and
CDX017P Mixed Birthday.

Scrap of White Paper.

2mm Quilling Paper: Pink, Purple
Green and Brown.

Bel Satin Ribbon: 
MTR22-10 Rose.

Silver Wire: AWR03.

Seed Beads: BEA34 Gold.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Score and fold the creative card in half to make the
card blank. Cut a 20mm wide strip of white paper to
fit across the front, add pink ribbon along the centre,
fold to the back of the paper and stick the ends.
Stick this onto the card 50mm from the bottom edge.

Sticky fix a large shaped panel to the top right with
the dark side facing out. Add the small purple ‘MUM’
to the left side of the card as shown then sticky fix
the individual pink letters on top.

Stick a short length of silver thread to the back 
of the pink birthday tag, sticky fix the tag below the
ribbon with the thread going up to the ribbon. Tie a
large double bow and stick in place 
securing the end of the thread.

Cut 6 lengths of silver wire about 
40mm long. Dip one end of each in-
to UHU glue and stick a gold bead 
onto it, set aside to dry. 

Make the quilling shapes as de-
tailed below and assemble onto 
the paler side of the next largest duo panel.

Make eight petals from 12cm of purple paper and
six petals from 22cm of pink paper. Wind each to a
loose coil, glue the end and pinch to an eye shape. 

Wind 15cm of pink paper to a 
coil, let it expand to about 8mm 
diameter, glue the end and make 
into a ‘D’ shape by holding be-
tween your finger and thumb and 
pressing against a finger on your other hand.

Assemble the flower in stages, glue three purple
shapes together, as shown. Add a bit of double 
sided tape to the top and stick the stamens to this,
keep the tops together letting the ends fan out a 
bit. See actual size photo on the next page for the
following steps. 

Stick three more purple shapes together as before
then use a little double-sided tape to stick them over
the stamens, it doesn’t matter if the two layers of 
purple shapes match up exactly as a bit of difference
will look more natural, but the top points should be
together. Curve the sides of the top layer down to
meet the bottom and glue to hold them together.

Add another purple eye (petal) to each side, stick-
ing them at an angle so they are half on the bottom
and half on the top layer.

Stick a pink petal onto each of these purple end
petals, with the points going towards, but not quite
meeting at the top centre. Stick the ‘D’ shape, flat
side down, over the joins of all the petals.

Add two more pink petals on top and in the centre,
points together. This third layer will overlap part of 
the ‘D’ shape and most of the other petals to some
extent, see actual size photo.

Turn the whole flower over and add two more pink
petals to this side (making a fourth layer) in the same
way as you have just done on the front.
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

This card uses the traditional fuchsia
colours of rich purple and deep pink. 
The quilling itself, is worked in the same
way as the main card. 

The card mount is AP52U-43, cover
the front with a pretty paper from the
‘Just for You 2’ pack (PK723) then care-
fully cut away the paper covering the
aperture. Stick the back flap in place
using sticky fixers around the back of 
the aperture. Stick the circle of paper
through the aperture onto the flap be-
hind to give a recessed frame. 

Mount the quilling with the corner
leaves on the front, and the flower, bud
and all the other elements fitting inside
the aperture.

Actual Size

press the flower into place, and stick the end of the
stem along the main stem, the flower will hold the
rest of the stem away from the panel.

The leaves are made in the same way as the bud
but each pair of coils are the same length. Make two
large leaves from two 20cm lengths of green and two
smaller leaves from 15cm lengths. Add a large leaf
just below the end of the stem as shown, then an-

other, tipping it so it is overlapping the
first leaf and the stem. Stick the smaller
leaves just a little further along, one each
side of the stem.

Add the panel to the main panel on 
the card using sticky fixers.

Fold a strip of brown paper in half, open and add 
glue to one half of the strip. Working from the fold, 
stick the two sides together to make a double 
thickness strip, stop 1cm from the end to leave 
it open ended. Insert the curved top of the 
flower into the end of the brown strip and stick 
one bit of the strip to either side. Cut to leave 
a stem of about 40mm. Keep the rest of the 
brown strip aside for later.

Make the main part of the bud using a 30cm 
length and a 25cm length of pink, roll each to 
a loose coil and glue the ends. 

Add glue to the outside of the small coil for 
about one third of its circumference. Place the 
larger coil beside it then press them together, 
pinching them, as one, into an eye shape (see 
the photo right). You may need to add a little 
more glue to the tips of the small shape if the 
glue did not extend far enough.

Make a loose coil from 15cm of pink, allow 
it to expand just a little before gluing, then press 
into the tool handle to make a crescent shape. 
Bend and glue it around the top point of the bud. 

Place the bud onto the panel in the position shown.
Curve the spare length of stem onto the panel from
the top of the bud to the top left edge as shown. Trim
the end to the panel edge and glue in place.

Curve the stem attached to the flower as shown
and place the flower on the panel, with the end of the
stem joining the stem that is already in place. Glue
the back of the flower and the top half of the stem,
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Summer Dress
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL711U-56 Straight Borders,
ZL708U-56 Bows & Flowers, XL711U-02 Silver Lines
and XL427U-02 Wording.

Tracing Paper.

Needle and Purple Sewing Thread.

Card Mount: DF01M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Back stitch a line along the curved top of the
dress to finish the stitching then fold and stick 
the end panel behind the stitched work.

Add a bow at the bottom of each of the godet
panels and a small flower above each bow. Add 
a large dot to the points of the 2 centre godets
and a half dot on the two outer ones.

Use the large dots along the top of the
bodice, cutting each one in half. Start at 
the outer edge and work to the centre 
on both sides then the centre ones can 
overlap to fill the space. Place three tiny
dots in the centre just below the 
stitching at the neckline.

Add a silver border around the edges
of the card front. Make a lilac border,
10mm from the bottom edge, 15mm
in from the sides and 30mm from 
the top edge. Add the flowers and
wording along the top. 

I also made a lilac insert to 
contrast with the card and used 
a peel-off greeting and extra bow

to decorate it.

Trace each dot from the diagram then lightly fix the
tracing over the centre panel of the card, with the lowest
dot approximately 15mm from the bottom edge and cen-
tral from side to side, hold in place with a little masking
tape and prick through each hole on the diagram. Re-
move the pattern.

Stitch the dress following
the chart and instructions
below. Use small pieces of
clear tape to hold the ends
of the thread to the back of
the panel. 

You can start with any of
the sections, bringing the nee-
dle up at 1, down at 2, up at 3
and so on until all the holes
are worked. 

Blue section: After coming
up at 11, go down at purple
1 then come up at blue 13,
and down at purple 1 again
to finish.

Both outer red sec-
tions: After going down
at 2, come up at 2a and
down at 2 again be-
fore continuing as
normal. All red sec-
tions: After going
down at 14, come
up at 2 then go
down at 16.
Make a little
stitch between
the sections,
by going
across to the
next 1 and
back to 16.



Graduate Games
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR269P Graduation. 

Card: REG02A4 White, CRE05CA4 Black,
COL164CA4 Evergreen and CEM09A4 Red.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL477U-03 Hearts, XL563U-03
and XL564U-03 Upper & Lower Alphabets.

Ribbon: MTR38-20 6mm Red and 
MTR39-20 3mm Red.

Card Mount: SF14U-59 Textura Natural White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Making sure the words you want to show will be 
in about the right position, cut an 8cm wide strip of
graduation paper and stick to the front of the card
along the fold line. Glue a length of 6mm red ribbon
next to the inside edge of the paper.

Cut a 150mm square of green card and matt onto 
a 158mm square of red card to make the game board
base. Cut a 140mm square of black card. Mark a
96mm square centrally inside this and carefully cut 
it away to leave a black frame with 22mm wide bars.
Stick this centrally onto the game base.

Cut a long strip of white card to 16mm wide, then
cut at 16mm intervals to make 24 white squares. Add
seven of these along each bar of the frame spacing
them evenly so there is an equal amount of black
showing around all the edges. 

Add peel-off stickers to all the squares that are 
not used for wording banners or the diploma scroll.
Begin at the bottom right corner and use capital 
letters for ‘GO’. The other three corner squares need
just a small heart in the centre of each.

Add arrows and hearts to the other squares using
the photo to guide you. The arrows are made from
letters ‘I’ and ‘V’ placed next to each other. There are

not quite enough ‘Vs’ on the sheet, so for one or two
arrows you will need to cut a ‘W’ in half.

Cut a long strip or two of white card 10mm wide.
Use the peel-off stickers to add the different words 
or phrases from around the board onto the strips,
cutting the paper to size as you complete each one.

Cut a long strip of black card 12mm wide. Stick the
words/phrases onto the black card trimming them to
leave a 1mm border at each end. Do the same again
with a 14mm wide strip of red card. Sticky fix these
onto the board in the positions shown.

Make three 20 x 35mm white cards then cut across
all four corners of each card. Add the sticker wording
and arrange on the centre of the board as shown.
Make the scroll from a 35mm wide strip of graduate
paper, roll it up and cut to length when it feels right.
Tie with ribbon and stick in place. Stick the board
onto the front of the card in the position shown.

Cut a ‘Well Done’ from the graduate paper and
matt onto black, red then green card leaving a 1mm
border around each layer. Sticky fix onto the card
below the game board.



Perfect Squares
By The Craft Creations Team
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

6 x 6” Creative Paper Packs: PK720 to PK724.

Selection of Wording Peel-Off stickers.

Selection of Ribbons, Lace, Raffia and Flowers.

Selection of Gems, Buttons etc.

Card Mounts: SF06U-43 Linen White, or Colour of
your Choice.

TO MAKE THE CARDS:

PK720 PK721 PK722 PK723 PK724

These new sets of 6 x 6” papers are so pretty and
are perfect for decorating square cards with a mini-
mum of fuss. The packs contain matching/toning pa-
pers which work together to bring out your creativity.

Pink Butterfly Card (PK723): Cover the bottom half
of the card with the pink circle frame paper and cut a
piece of pink butterfly 
paper to fit the top 
half of the card. Be-
fore sticking in place, 
cut around the wings 
(but not the body) of 
the middle butterfly, 
and gently lift them 
so that they stand out 
from the card. Cut 
a slit in the centre of 

the fold line and tie a piece 
of lace (LACE02-01) and 
pink raffia (ROLL36-10) 
around the front panel. Add 
the message (XL597U-02) 
and embellish the butterflies 
with sitckles glue (STK020). 

Choc full of stylish butter-
flies and pretty circle border 
papers, this pack will keep 
you happy as you craft. The papers in this pack all

match with PK724 too, for even more
pretty combinations and as you can
see from the triangle card (TF10U),
you don’t have to stick to squares.

The white card with cream roses is
a larger size (SF13U), a peel-off
border is used around the edge of
the paper, and all the butterflies
are cut out with wings lifted,
then stuck in a circle with rose
heads between them making a
very pretty wedding day card.
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Make & Mend Pack (PK722): These vintage sewing
papers make fabulous cards with beautiful, old-fash-
ioned scissors and twirls of ribbon to give the de-
signs movement. They also combine so perfectly 
with the new mannequin panels (CDT020P), that we
couldn’t resist showing them off together.

Above: Cover the card with 
blue rose paper (PK721). Cut a
little slit either side of the man-
nequin’s waist, slip a piece of
ribbon through and tie at the
front. Matt both panels onto
blue centura card (CNT139CA5),
stick the small one in place and
sticky fix the large one. Punch
flowers from other papers in the
pastel chic pack and sticky fix
punched dots to the centres.

Pastel Chic Pack (PK721): This pack is full of 
very pretty floral and heart papers.

Left: The papers are cut into strips and peel-off 
borders (XL827U-01) used between them with 
the card colour (SF08C-126) showing between.

Below: A pretty, simple design, cream panels 
mixed with birds & bunting peel-off stickers 

(XL826U-01 & 
ZL826U-41) and 
blue spotty bows.

Right: The two papers 
are layered with mink 
paper (CNT117PA5) 
between them and glitter stitched borders (ZL827U-41)
added to all the edges. Two floral round bottletop ban-
ners (CDX019P) are layered with gold mirri in between
cut to match the shape. The stitch and sew peel-off
stickers (XL828U-01) add a lovely finishing touch.

Above: This is a GF06H-68 card with cotton reel
paper covering the inside. Tie a piece of ribbon
(MTR10-70) around the middle of the card before
adding the papers etc. Cut an extra mannequin and
sticky fix in place to add depth.

Centre: This SF06C-117 mink 
card works really well with the 

colours in the paper. 
The butterflies are cut 
from papers in PK723.

Right: The card blank 
is SF08C-126, cover-
ed with pink stripe 
paper (SR311P). The 
foiled paper strips are 
from PK724, they are 
folded over the man-
nequin and under the 
birthday panel.
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XOXO Pack (PK720): A very
pretty set in pastel colours with
lots of really sweet designs. 

Right: Simply layer up some 
of the buttons and tie ribbon
through. The banners are from
CDX017P.

Just For You Pack (PK724) &
Foiled Flower Panels (CDT528G):
The mottled stripe papers in this
pack have pretty foiled highlights,
to match perfectly with the foiled
flower panels.

Right: Half cover the card with
butterflies (PK723) lifting the wings
as before, and the other half with
foiled stripes. Use a stitched bor-
der between them (XL827U-01).
Matt the flower panel onto a con-
trasting paper and sticky fix a ban-
ner (CDX019P) in the corner.

Below: This card (GFA26U-44) 
is covered inside and on the right
edge with rose paper. The flower
panel is matted onto gold glitter
board (GB01A4) and mounted

Above: The butterfly wings are cut
around and lifted so the marine blue 
card (SF06U-73) peeks through. 

Left: The paper is cut into 3 strips and a
wooden bird (ACC2065) used on the tag.

Far left: Punch out the cupcakes (25mm
punch) for layering on the left. The heart
and biscuit are layered with silver mirri.

across most of the aperture. Mat-
ching panels are made from the
foiled paper for the lettering and
sticky fixed in place. The banner
and bows finish it nicely.

Left: A pretty scalloped card
(SCF06U-43) covered with yellow
stripe paper (SR308P). The flower
panel is matted onto foiled stripes
and gold glitter board.

Above: This ivory scallop fold card
(SCF01H-68) is covered with two
different stripe papers and a satin
stitch border (XL829U-01), then a
ribbon is tied around it. The floral
panel is matted onto flower paper
and gold mirri then sticky fixed in
place. A peel-off bunting (XL826U-
01) goes across the corner and a
bottletop banner at the bottom.



Simple Spiral Flowers
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Flowers: CFL01P Mauve (or CFL02P
Pink, CFL03P Orange and CFL04P Yellow).

Butterfly Pack: PK723 (24 mixed 6” x 6” papers).

Creative Paper: SR114P Pink/Purple Gradient.

Gold Label Stickers: XL408U-08 Happy Birthday
and XL768U-08 Curl Corners.

Craft Wire: AWR03 Silver and a Quilling Tool.

Seed Beads: BEA16 Lilac.

Card Mount: AP52U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The yellow flowers (small photo) are made in the
basic way. Place the outside edge of the spiral in a
quilling tool, with the colour you want for the inside 
of the flower on top, then wind up to the centre. 

Place a dab of glue on the centre of the spiral and
sit the coil onto it, holding it for a moment or two until
the glue sets, you can arrange the coil spacing while
the glue is drying. The flowers can be made fairly
tightly coiled which will give you a smaller, denser
look or, you can allow them to unwind a little, or a lot,
to make a variety of more open, larger flowers. 

Stick a piece of graduated
paper to the flap behind the
aperture and stick the front
panel in place using sticky fixers
near the aperture. Use the white
corners to make a pattern on
the graduated paper as shown
and add the birthday stickers.

The flowers on this design are made into a more
definite rose look. Wind them in the usual way and
glue. Once the glue is dry, use the flat of your hand 
to press firmly down on the top of the flower to crush
it. Take a pair of tweezers and, starting at the outside
of the flower, grip the edge of the petal, and roll out
and under. The rolled edge will make a kind of point at
the edge of the shaping which is fine, real roses often
have that shape. Move around the flower and repeat.
Keep going in the same way until it looks just right.

Cut six 70mm pieces of wire, dip one end of each
into UHU glue, add a bead then leave to dry. 

Fold each leaf to make a vein and arrange the flow-
ers and leaves on the card, sticking in place when
they look good. Cut a butterfly from the paper, curve
to shape and use two of the beaded wires for anten-
nae cutting them to size, then add the butterfly to the
card. Curve four wires to fit neatly around the aper-
ture, shorten two of them and stick in place, tucking
the ends under the leaves at the sides of the group.

Bottom Left: The flowers on this design are arranged
as rows of patterns. Before these are rolled, they
have been roughly pleated. This does not have to be
accurate or neat, work your way around from the out-
side of the spiral in to the centre. Unfold and smooth
out a little and then roll up as before. They may need
a little bit of arranging as you stick them so all the
folds don’t line up and make square flowers. It just
gives a bit of a rippled shape and looks quite pretty.
The card is made from a sheet of CRC312P cut to 
an SF08U size, and the wording is XL775U-02.

Simple to make up, these paper flowers are pre-cut
and only need pushing from the sheet, winding and
gluing to hold. They are great used just like that and
make quite an impact on a card but, with just a few
little tweaks, they can also look quite different.



As Tweet As Can Be
By Sadie Deamer

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Die-Cuts: CDT013P, CDT014P and/or
CDT015P Vintage Song Birds. 

Mulberry Paper: M15A4 Pale Blue.

Ribbon: MTR38-76 Dark Brown 6mm, MTR23-40
Light Blue Crispy 30mm.

Gems & Diamantes: GEM54 Pale Blue 2mm and
FLA06-27 Pale Blue Diamante Branch.

Flowers: FLW04-04 Cream Roses. 

Card Mount: SF06C-152 Suede.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut the blue crispy ribbon to the width of the card
front and stick in place near the bottom edge. As this
is a very open, but stiff ribbon, I’ve just used a line of
d/s tape along the middle where it will be covered.

Stick a length of brown ribbon to the centre of the
blue ribbon, and another close to the top of the card. 

Stick the main bird panel onto blue mulberry paper.
Use a damp paintbrush to draw a wet line onto the

mulberry around the
panel, then carefully
pull the excess paper
away to leave a fluffy
edge. Stick this panel
in place on the card. 

Sticky fix the word-
ing and egg panels
into place as shown.
Stick three blue gems
along the top ribbon
at each side of the

12

panel. Cut the wire
stems off three cream
flowers and two blue
diamantes and stick
onto the card below the
bird panel as shown.

The other four cards
shown are made in a
very similar way, all
using colorset cards
SF06C or SF08C in
shades of brown.

I’ve used flex marker
pens along the edges 
of some of the panels
to give them a two tone 
or rougher look, which 
I think suits them really
well, the pens come in
a huge range of colours. 

With these beautiful bird panels you can make a
whole set of pretty cards very simply and easily using
scraps of different papers, ribbons, gems etc.



Flower Pattern
By Sheila Davies
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

Work the inner gold line in long straight
stitches from point to point all the way around
the outside of the leaf pattern, crossing the
outer gold border at the tips of the leaves 
as shown.

Following the small chart, work the gold
centre stitches over the red cross. 

STITCHING INFO & MATERIALS:

Stitched On: 10 Count 
Interlock Tapestry Canvas.

Stitch Count: Width 40 x Depth 40.

Ribbon/Tapestry Yarn: 4mm Red, Orange and
Pale Green. 2mm White and Deep Olive Green. 

Metallic Thread: MDM325 Medium Gold.

Card Mount: AP53U-59 Textura Natural White.

The black line on the chart shows where the
aperture will sit after mounting the design. 

Stitch the main part of the design using the
chart, which is shown without the gold stitching 
at the centre. Add a red ribbon cross in the centre
as shown, this will be below the gold stitching.

When stitching the
outer gold line, leave a
gap at each of the four
points where the three
long, pale green stitches
meet the border, to allow
the inner gold line to
come across instead.

This design would look just as pretty with a
different colour flower, or go for a softer look
with wool instead of ribbon. For added sparkle
use metallic yarn for all the stitches.
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Never-Ending Folds
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: REG02A4 Smooth White x 2.

Dotty/Stripey Papers: SR190P Purple/White Dots,
SR196P Pale Purple/White Dots, SR202P Purple
Candy Stripes, SR214P Purple Stripes, SR220P
White/Purple Dots, SR226P White/Pl Purple Dots.

Stardust Glitter Paper: STG09P Purple/Silver and
STG10P Lilac/Silver.

Gold Label Sticker: XL642U-02 Birthday.

Daisy Punches: PPW506 14mm, PPW101 22mm,
PPW604 33mm, PPW026 47mm and a 10mm.

Butterfly Punches: PPW214 and PPW128.

3mm Gems: GEM67 Clear and GEM123 Lilac.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

BA

Now familiarise yourself with the way the card
opens; always keep the card forward-facing and up-
right, opening first up and down, then side to side.

1: Place
the card
as shown.
Open at A
& B and
push the
two dark

1

edges as shown. I’ve coloured these in pairs of light
and dark purple on all the diagrams so it’s easier to
see which pairs you are working on. Fold along all 
the score lines then unfold again. 

B: Place the pale cards vertically as shown butting
them together with the fold lines up (hill folds). Make
a pencil mark to divide both end panels exactly in
half on these two pieces and add glue to the outer
squares as shown, keeping the glue within the lines.
Take the other two pieces and place them horizon-
tally over the top of these with the folds down (valley
folds). Be sure to line them up exactly, turn the card
over to check the alignment and allow to dry.

A: Cut four 72mm x 144mm pieces of white card.
Score all 4 pieces at 36mm from the top and bottom

Using dark purple for two of the sides and pale for
the other two, really brings out the contrast, as this
never-ending card is folded around and around. 

My list of punches is quite long, but they are all just
basic daisy and butterfly punches, many of which
you may already own. You can substitute them for
any punches you may have that work well together.
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panels (without folding them) right around to the 
back of the card to reveal step 2. The pale panels
will fold along the lines as shown.

2: This is how the card will look as a result of the pre-
vious fold. Open up C & D and push back the side
panels to reveal a cross shape (see next pic). 

3: Open the card at E & F to reveal the square shape
again (see next pic).

4: Open the card from G & H as shown and you are
back at the beginning.

Continue opening the card up from the centre and
folding back the outer panels until it moves smoothly
and easily. Trim any overhanging edges if they catch.

When decorating the card use double sided 
tape or a spirit based glue like UHU black top
(ADH01). Water based glues can tend to distort 
the card slightly and these panels need to lay 
very flat so they fold around smoothly. 

Cut 65mm deep strips from the complete width 
of the striped paper, with the stripes going vertically.
You will need two in purple and one in candy purple,
plus another candy purple strip just 30mm deep.

Cut the dark purple strips to width as follows. Each
panel starts and ends with a full width purple stripe,
so you will need to trim the white stripe from the left
hand edge between cuts. 

Trim the left edge if necessary then measure 29mm
across from the left and cut at the far edge of that
purple stripe. Cut three
more to the same width.
Measure 65mm across
and cut to the far edge of
the purple stripe. Make
five more panels 
in this size then,
cut two of these
panels across 
the stripes, to
make four piec-
es 65mm wide 
x 30mm deep.

Cut the 65mm
deep candy
paper in the
same way making four 
of the 29mm wide panels
and two of the 65mm
squares as before. Cut the

2 3 4

30mm deep strip to make eight 30mm squares, trim-
ming off the white stripes from the left as before. 

Stick these striped panels centrally onto the panels
on the card, fold the card to each step as you go and
use the photos and diagrams to guide you.

Make four 54mm squares and eight 25mm x 54mm
oblongs from white card to fit onto each of the dark
purple striped panels.

Cut four 25mm x 60mm oblongs and eight 25mm
squares from white card to go onto the candy striped
panels. Stick all the white pieces in place making
sure they are central on the striped panels. 

The card is now ready for decoration with punched
flowers and butterflies made from dotty and glitter
papers. All the butterflies and smallest daisies are
simply punched from light or dark glitter paper and
stuck flat onto the card in the positions shown. Add
the sticker wording on the lower front square.

The large flowers are made from glitter paper, and
both dotty papers in the dark set, or glitter and both
in the pale set. The daisies are punched in pairs,
each size having a glitter layer and a dotty layer, 
offset so both sets of petals show. Use all except
the smallest size punch and layer them together as
shown. Stick in place, add a clear gem on the centre
of the dark flowers and a lilac gem on the pale.

The medium flowers are made in the same way,
using just the two middle size punches. Stick them 
in place in the positions shown.
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Good Enough To Eat!
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CNT110CA4 Snow White.

Scrap of White Card and White String.

Foam Flowers: FLW26-20 Pink.

Braid: BRD50-01 White 

Gems: GEM55 2mm Iridescent, GEM69 3mm
Pearl Ivory and GEM79 4mm Pearl Ivory.

White Petit Four Cases.

Hole Punch: PPW119 25mm.

Card Mount: DEC1C-110 Snow White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

curved edge. Repeat steps 4 to 6 to get the remain-
ing nine half-cases ready for the next step. I have
used a silver pen to colour the flutes and around the
top edge of each case, if you want to colour yours,
do it now, before adding the roses.

7. Glue a rose to the top half circle of each cake
case, as close to the straight edge as possible.

8. Cut two stands from snow white, fold in half (right
sides in), place with one leg of each piece back-to-
back to form the stand, and stick together.

Actual Size

1. Cut five of the petit four cases in half. 

2. Punch ten 25mm circles from snow white card,
and cut each one in half across the centre, so you
have 20 half circles.

3. Cut 12mm deep strips of any white card and make
ten 42mm lengths from them. Bring the blade of your
scissors across each of the card strips to curl them
so they fit neatly into the half-cases. 

4. Spread glue across the back of a card strip and
tuck it upright into a half cake case, trimming the
ends to match the paper case at each side. 

5. Glue across the base (plain side) of one of the half
circles made earlier. Stick it inside the base of the
case, with the glued side down and the curve against
the upright card strip. 

6. Take another half-circle and glue along, and just
under, the curved edge (on the plain side). Make 
sure it is snow white side up, and stick it just above 
the curved strip, touching the cake case along the
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VARIATIONS:

9. Make two each of the four tiers from snow white
card. Glue each same-size pair together with the
snow white sides out.

Stick the longest tier onto the centre of the card
about 50mm from the bottom edge. Glue the flat
back of the stand and the top edge of the front leg
and stick onto the card below the tier.

Stick four cupcakes onto the tier using UHU black
top (ADH01) or an extra tacky glue. Place the cakes
in a row along the tier, arranging them so they are
touching each other with their backs against the
card. Glue in place, using the glue under the bases
and in between the cakes to stick them together, as
well as behind them so they stick to the card.

Stick the next tier onto the card, the tops of the
flowers below can just touch the tier or you can leave
a tiny gap. The flowers are all different so some may
touch and others won’t. Add three flowers to this tier
in the same way as before.

Add the third tier and two cakes. Make a small
wording tag (print off the computer or use peel-off
stickers). Tie with white string and glue the ends to
the top tier, as you place it on the card. Sticky fix the
tag in place then add a single cake to this layer.

Run a line of glue along the front edge of each tier
and stick a length of daisy braid in place, trimming

the ends
where they
meet the card front. Add a gem to
each daisy alternating between the
small pearl and iridescent gems.

Decorate the flat part of the stand
with gems, use a large pearl with a
ring of iridescent gems around it for
each foot, then alternate up the legs
as before topping off with a large
pearl. Just stick one large pearl to 
the foot on each side of the forward
stand. Use the smaller pearls and 
iridescent gems on the background
using the photo to guide you.

Actual Size

The burgundy card has
plain white cases and heart
stickers in place of some of
the gems. The creamy white
rose version has silver card
tiers, black cases and black
and silver gems making a
very pretty, decorative stand.

The yellow rose version
has one less tier and floral
cases. Peel-off borders are
used on the tier edges and
the stand is made from wire
curved into a pretty shape.

These examples show different
colour flowers and cases, along with
alternative ways of making the stand. 
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Clearly Clarice
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Colorset Paper: COL155PA4 Solar,
COL156PA4 Mango, COL157PA4
Deep Orange & COL175PA4 Nero.

Colorset Card: COL170CA4 White.

Duo Paper: CDP002S Green.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL815U-03 Deco Borders and
XL816U-03 Deco Corners.

Flower Punch: PPW209. 

Card Mount: 
SF13U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Make a border around the card,
cut four border strips so they are
nine segments long with a full size
solid bit at each end. 

Stick the corners in place keeping them 2mm from
each edge (don’t press too hard in case they need a
little adjusting later) then add the borders in between
them, adjusting as necessary to get a good fit. 

Cut the four outer circles from the colorset paper 
in the colours shown. Cut the inner black circle from
the centre of the large circle to
save waste.

Matt the circles together in the order shown and
stick them onto the card inside the sticker borders.

Cut an inner circle from white card using the inside
edge of the small black circle on the diagram as a
cutting guide. All the other pieces will be assembled
onto this white circle.

What a lovely way to bring back
the art deco feel of the 1920s/30s,
the beautiful hot colours in the col-
orset range of papers are just great
for this Clarice Cliff style plate. 

Actual Size
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Actual Size

Trace all
the pieces
from the dia-
gram on the pre-
vious page, on the
coloured pieces keep
your pencil line along the
coloured edge of each piece,
not on the black. Mark the door and
window openings where the black and white
meet. Trace the white path and white bushes from
the diagram above making the path long enough to 
fit a little way behind the left hand bush.

Transfer all the white items to white card and cut
out. Carefully cut away the door and windows using
the marked lines. Transfer and cut out the mango
house pieces, the large deep orange cloud piece and
the four solid black trees/bushes.

Trace the two grass pieces separately from the dia-
gram above, taking each one a little under the path
and white bush next to it so those edges don’t show.
Transfer to the lightly striped side of the green duo
paper, turning the paper to get the stripes running
‘uphill’ on piece 7 and from side to side on piece 8.

You can choose either, to trace around the black
lines on all the coloured items and transfer these 
to the black paper for cutting out then stick in place
behind each matching piece, or you can stick the

coloured
shapes onto

black paper
and carefully 

cut around them 
leaving a 1mm border,

whichever you find easier.

Cut the black paper away 
from the windows and doors leaving a

narrow edge of black showing, then stick a small
piece of mango paper behind each opening. This
will give a lovely depth to the house.

Assemble the house over the diagram above to 
get the positions right. Start with piece 4a and stick
4b in position on the front of it, then 4c overlapping
part of 4b, note that the top edge of this piece is
trimmed so no black is showing just there. 

Add the chimney piece 4d behind the building,
then stick 4e to the back also and finally add 4f to 
the back, sticking out so it shows at the right.

Assemble the pieces onto the white circle, starting
with 1, then 2 and 3. Add the complete house 4 
next then the hedges 5 and 6. Add the grass pieces 
7 and 8, then the path 9 and bushes 10 and 11. 

Punch out six coloured flowers, stick to black
paper and cut around. Use a black felt tipped pen 
to mark the centre of each flower then stick in place.



Perfect In Pink...
By Amanda Dray
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

A4 Mulberry Paper: M33A4 Azalea.

A5 Parchment Paper: TR005A5 180gsm.

White Gel Pen or Mapping Pen and White Ink.

Dark Pink Felt Tipped Pen.

Clear Ruler.

White Card: POP02A4 Popset.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

to the front of the card using small dots of glue be-
hind the centre of each flower to finish.

The bookmark design is made in a very similar
way. Start with a 51mm x 200mm piece of silver
centura pearl card, add the azalea mulberry and
weigh it down as before.

Follow the same sequence of parchment tech-
niques using the bookmark diagram. The boxes at
each end are perforated then cut out and backed
with a small piece of white pearl stardream paper.
The finished bookmark will look a little darker than
the main design due to the silver card behind.

The tassel is made from a mix of all sorts of 
fibres, fluffy chenille wool and strong cotton
threaded with pretty pink seed beads. Anything 
you have in the right colours would work.

Glue the mulberry paper to the A4 white card and
place under something heavy so it dries nice and flat.

Use a little masking tape to secure the parchment
over the pink pattern and trace the entire design 
in white pen, except for the dots around the flower
petals, trace those in silver.

Turn the traced design over and emboss each
petal, working down from the top to leave a small 
un-embossed petal shape in the centre of each. 
Still on the reverse side of the design, colour the un-
embossed middle of each petal using the pink pen.

Turn the paper over so you are
working on the front and using
silver, colour each flower centre,
and the gap between both
pairs of border lines around
the design (shown white).

Using the clear ruler as a
guide, perforate along all the
straight lines of the grid that
do not contain a flower petal
(dark pink). Perforate around
the outer edge of the design
as well.

Snip between the perfo-
rations around the outer
border and carefully remove
the excess paper from
around the design. Do the
same with the perforations
around the squares in the
pattern to remove the paper.

Remove the mulberry covered
card from under the weight, score
down the centre and fold to make
a card, trim any untidy mulberry
edges. Stick the parchment work
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Actual Size Actual Size 

Actual Size 
...OR BLACK, RED & GOLD:

If the pink version is a bit vibrant for your taste, or you just
want to ring the changes, these designs look great in the classic
combination of black, red and gold, quite oriental.

These two items are made in a very similar way to the pink 
designs. Use the diagram on the right for the tag,
and the diagram above right for the bookmark.

Draw the design in gold gel pen, including the
dots around the flowers. Turn the design over and
emboss the whole petal from the back. 

Add a dot of red paint or felt tip in the centre of
each flower and use a piece of centura red card 
behind the two oblong slots on the bookmark.



The AdvantEdge of ...
By The Craft Creations Team
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ABOUT THE PRODUCT:

We have just taken delivery of a great, new paper
and card punching system - the AdvantEdge by
Fiskars, which cuts borders or ribbons of about 6cm
deep into paper and thin card up to 210gsm. 

The starter set (EDGE0057) contains an Advant-
Edge base (approx. 435 x 205mm) with a sliding plat-
form and border guide, a flower punch (as used) and
an adaptor, so that you can use Fiskars standard size
interchangeable border punch cartridges too, without
having to buy a separate base for those. 

Each AdvantEdge punch is about 6cm square 
and by sliding it along the base it can cut up to 30cm
(12”), along the edge of a scrapbook page or the 
long edge of an A4 sheet - so simple with ‘slide 
and lock’ technology, and the large handle makes 
punching easy so there is less strain on the hand. 

A real bonus is that the interchangeable cartridges
are very easy to store, as they are a neat tidy square,
no messy sticking out handles to get in the way.

To use, slide the head over to the left hand side, lift
the magnetic paper guide, slide a sheet of paper or
card under it and close it. This has a really good hold
on the sheet to stop it moving and it will take a full
30cm length. Press the handle down and make your
first cut, raise the handle and slide the carriage along
to the first click, it really does click nicely into place. 

Repeat across the whole sheet then simply take
your cut frieze from the punch. The AdvantEdge 
trims the border from the sheet and trims the left 
over sheet to a straight edge at the same time. You

will make mountains of little scraps, as you are
punching 6cm deep each time and we found it best
to swipe these out after each complete length to 
save them getting caught up on the next trip.

We tried all sorts of different 
papers and thin card, from mirri
paper to glitter board and most of
them worked really well. Care is
needed with products like glitter
board, they take more effort to
punch and it’s best to turn them 
face down for punching. 

We found that thin flexible papers
like mirri paper, or mulberry paper
were best ‘sandwiched’ between
two sheets of thin white paper for
punching - all three of the resulting
borders are usable, so nothing gets
wasted. 

The easiest way to stick these in-
tricate borders, is to use a glue stick
on the back.
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THE CARDS:

Main Card: Fold card from a printed sheet
(CRC288P) and punch three borders from pink/purple
gradient paper (SR114P). Mount a die-cut panel
(CDT012P) onto silver glitter board (GB02A4), then
sticky fix onto a 10cm square of white card, placing 
it to one side as shown and add a ribbon and bow.
Stick one border strip onto the card at 5cm from the
fold and another to the right of it. Add the decorated
panel in the position shown and stick the left border
in place. Trim around all the edges of the front panel. 

Green & Yellow Card: Cover the card (SF01U-43)
with meadow stripe paper (SR057P) and add a 6cm
wide strip of green texture paper (SR071P) 2cm 
from the fold to make a plain backing for the border.
Punch the border from white paper and add to the
card. Punch small flowers (PPW209) from yellow
paper and sticky fix one to each flower centre. Add 
a gem dot (ZL774U-81) centre to each yellow centre
and onto each daisy on the meadow paper.

Black Card: This card uses the contrast of strong
coloured paper on black to show the floral design to
its full potential. Uses Colorset paper (COL161PA4
Magenta and COL168PA4 Amethyst). A scrap of
black paper and silver glitter board. The peel-off 
stickers are XL625U-02 Wording and ZL793U-42
Dotty Border, and the card mount is SF01C-116 
Pearl Black.

Engagement Card:
Stick a strip of 
flowers along the
fold line of the 
card (SF01C-139). 
Cut the next strip
straight down the
centre for the right
hand edge, cut
away a few of the
flowers to give a
randomness to the
edge, trim to the
shape of the petals
as you cut the
spare ones away.

Give us something that cuts it all for us and what do
we do? – get our scissors out! Well, we are crafters!
The glitter gem dots make pretty centres and keep
things subtle and light.

Wedding Day Card: This oval flower frame uses two
strips of A4 Centura pearl paper. Stick one down
each side and use the bits cut from the end to fill in
the gaps. Add individual flowers and strips to get 
the shape you need. Stick the bells onto white paper
and sticky fix with the ribbon stuck to the card. Stick
large gems to the centre of each flower.

Blue Birthday Card: Punch the border from 6 x 6”
patterned paper (PK721). Use small and medium
punches to make flowers from the same paper and
blue weave paper (SR300P). Add the border to the
card (SF06C-139), tying a piece of blue ribbon

(MTR20-45) around it as shown be-
fore sticking in place. Sticky fix the
birthday banner (CDX018P) adding
ribbon and the flowers.

Pink Card: Punch two borders from
stripe paper (PK720), stick them both
across the card turning one of them
so the diagonals go the opposite way.
Cut a card border to go across the
join and tie pink ribbon around it
(MTR10-10) then stick in place. Cut
some wording banners (PK720) and
stick under the bow then add a few
pink gems.



Sue Walters
Designer Profile
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I still have vivid
memories of a picture
of a Chinese vase that
I painted some time in
the 1950s and sent to
a painting competition
run by the radio pro-
gramme Children’s
Hour. Much to my de-
light I won a prize – 
a certificate signed 
by Derek McCulloch,
known as Uncle Mac,
and a fountain pen. 

I kept that painting
and certificate well
into my adult life, but unfortunately it lost its way in
one of our many moves. I suppose that was the start

of my crafting, a hobby that has given me untold joy
over the years.

I am not sure exactly when I started making cards,
I suppose that interest sort of evolved. Like everyone
else, John and I struggled financially when we were
first married, even more so when our daughter 
arrived and I stopped working for a while. 

To help the budget I made birthday and Christmas
presents for friends and family, painted or embroi-
dered pictures and embroidered cushions were
favourites. I cannot really remember, but guess I
would make simple cards to accompany many of
these gifts.
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In 2009 my lovely husband John
died and my carding stopped for nearly
a year. But I began to realize that it was
a lifeline that I needed to pick up again. 

John had been a very keen sailor
and whilst I did not feel the passion so
keenly, I loved the ocean and decided
“if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em”! We
spent thirty years of high days and holi-
days sailing in UK waters. In that time
we owned two yachts, living on the
second one for a year in 2007 following

John’s retirement. I think I nearly sank that one be-
cause I insisted on taking all my crafting materials
aboard! 

Over the years we visited the Channel Islands 
and the Scilly Isles, and explored much of our lovely
south coast and parts of Ireland and Scotland. So
many precious memories, fair weather and foul! 

Most of my work colleagues would return from hol-
iday with beautiful tans, having basked on a golden
beach in some exotic place – I would generally return
with rust from a Force 10 gale in the English Channel!
But from all of
these memories
have emerged
hundreds of
paintings of lit-
tle boats, of all

In the late 1990s I discovered Craft Creations and
all their beautiful products, and the cards I produced
became far more sophisticated and professional! By
around 2000 I had ventured to take a subscription to
the Craft Creations Magazine, surely one of the best
things I have ever done, and the start of a relationship
with the company that I treasure. I have had numer-
ous competition winners and have become a regular
contributor to articles in the Magazine.
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I do have another lifelong inter-
est and passion, and that is gar-
dening and flowers. As I don’t
have a garden now, I have been
fortunate enough to get an allot-
ment just ten minutes walk from
my apartment. I will be growing
some vegetables, but many flow-
ers too! This love of flowers also
influences many of my card de-
signs. I love flowing herbaceous
borders and I try to replicate 
these with embroidery threads,
adding beads and stick-on but-
terflies. Peel-Off stickers are so
versatile too. I often use them like 

stencils to create simple
or complicated designs 
with paints or gel pens. 
And I never throw away 
any sheets, even when
nearly empty, all those
little pieces come in 
really useful!

I have a very dear
friend who is dedicated
to her charity – a horse
and pony rescue. At any
one time she may have
around one hundred and
twenty horses, many of
which she has saved from cruelty or certain death. 

Where she can, she offers a horse and pony fostering serv-
ice to families with disabled or terminally ill children, so that

they may enjoy the benefits of
owning a horse or pony on a
temporary basis. She runs her
own taxi business purely to
earn money to care for her ani-
mals. It’s a drop in the ocean,
but every penny I make from
my cards goes to her charity.
As they say, every little helps!

My sincere and grateful
thanks to Jo, Jenny and the
Craft Creations team for all
their support, encouragement
and friendship over the years,
and hopefully many more 
to come!

shapes and sizes that make up a large part of my card mak-
ing now. I was particularly delighted when Craft Creations
used two of these boat designs to create the sailing scene
peel off stickers, still part of their range.

During the year we lived on the boat, I painted boat cards,
selling them to friends and supplying a couple of local shops.
After John died, a sailing friend from Ipswich got in touch and
asked if I would supply the chandlery where she works. John
seemed to be giving me a nudge, so I got painting.

I suppose the sea and boats influence much of my 
collage work too, but I do love to set myself challenges, 
the more complicated the better! “Building” vehicles is 
a particular favourite. I do 
quite a lot of commissions 
for friends and have “built”
several vintage cars, aircraft
and many hobby and interest
related cards. 

When I have a gift to give, I
love to buy a pretty wrapping
paper and use part of the sheet
to create the card to go with it.
This works really well with
wrapping papers for children.
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Birthday Numbers
By Margaret Mcquillan
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 22 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 55 x Depth 82.

Stranded Cotton: Red and Variegated Blue.

Card Mount: AP48U-51 Hammer Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

To mount the design, cut a piece of red card and a
piece of glitter sheet (SU01A4) to 120mm x 150mm.
Cut an 86mm x 112mm aperture in the centre of the

glitter sheet, and a 76mm x 102mm aperture in the
centre of the red card. Place these behind the card
aperture, silver first then red, checking the borders
are even before sticking in place.

Make a matching red and silver border then sticky
fix a birthday banner (CDX018P) to the border.

Cut a piece of white card to fit behind the work 
and stick it onto the flap behind the aperture. Place
the design onto the white card checking that it is
central in the aperture before sticking.

Just as good for a 30th birthday, this smaller de-
sign is stitched on cream fabric and uses an AP12U-
51 card. I’ve used two different blue threads for the
numbers rather
than the varie-
gated thread 
for this one.

With a little
extra effort this
design can eas-
ily be adapted
for other ‘big’
birthdays too.

Stitch the design from the chart using two strands
throughout. The large ‘60’ numbers are backstitched
then laced (see below) to make them stand out. 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR260P Cream,
SR257P Green, SR261P Brown,
SR256P Red, SR254P Kitchen 2 and
SR250P Savory Recipes (or SR251P
Sweet Recipes). 

Creative Images: CIM526A and/or
CIM527A Victorian Kitchen.

Card: CRE04CA4 Brown.

6mm Wide Dark Brown Ribbon.

4 x Brown Eyelets and Brown Brads.

Card Mount: SF01U-14 Dark Brown. 

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Victorian Waterfall
By Debbie Brothwood

54

A

3

50mm

70mm

90mm

110mm

2

1. Cut four 50mm squares of brown
card, and four 45mm squares of
canvas paper, one in each colour.
Glue a coloured canvas square onto
each brown square. Choose four
medium stickers with the pictures
going horizontally across them and stick one to each
canvas square placing so the canvas showing at the

bottom is about double the width
of canvas showing at each side.

2. Cut a 50mm x 230mm strip 
of brown card and score across 
it, measuring up from the bottom
edge at 50mm, 70mm, 90mm and
110mm as shown (the diagrams
are 50%, not actual size). Punch 
a hole centrally into the top edge
of the strip as shown this longer
end will be folded to the back.

3. Fold both
ways on each of
the three lower
score lines then
fold the top part
back along the
110mm score
line. Add double
sided tape to
each folded
section and to
the top and bottom of the square
end as shown, keeping close to the 
fold lines, but not covering them. Stick
another piece of double sided tape onto the back of
the square end at the bottom as shown ‘A’, this piece
of tape should be no wider than 12mm to 15mm. 

4. Peel the backing from the two pieces of tape on
the front of the square end, line up one of the deco-
rated squares over the panel and stick it in place with

the top edge just below (not
covering) the fold line.

5. Peel the backing from the
tape on the next section up and
add the next picture panel align-
ing the top edge as before, just
below the fold line. Note, only
the top of this picture panel is
stuck in place. Add the last two
picture panels onto the next 
two sections of the strip in the
same way.

Make a background for the
card as follows. Cut a piece of
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FLOWER/BUTTERFLY CARD:

This design is made in much the same way, 
but as the card is upright, the waterfall assembly 
is larger and fills more of the card.

You will need: 
Creative Paper: SR281P Butterflies & Flowers. 
Dotty Papers: SR196P White/Purple, 
SR225P Blue/White and SR226P Purple/White. 
Dotty Card: CRC194P Green/White. 
Creative Images: CIM534A Flowers & Butterflies.
Creative Cover Card: CRE05CA4 Black.
2 Purple Brads. 
Organza Ribbon: MTR14-85 Black.
Card Mount: SF01U-35 Black.

Cut five 50 x 70mm pieces of black card and five
48 x 68mm pieces of dotty paper in the colours
shown on the waterfall in the photo above. Matt 
each paper oblong onto a black piece.

Stick five of the six medium stickers (not the one
with the green background) onto black card and cut
around to leave a 2mm border. Stick these onto the
prepared oblongs, use the photo above for which 
one to stick to each colour panel.

Cut a strip of black card and score at 50mm,
70mm, 90mm, 110mm and 130mm. Fold both ways
on all the score lines except the 130mm line, which is
folded back, like the top line on the victorian design.

Add double sided tape to the strip as before, note
that there will be one extra narrow fold as there are
five panels on this design, and the lowest front sec-
tion will be oblong (wider) rather than square. Punch
a hole in the long end as before.

Mount the five panels onto the strip and add the
ribbon through the hole at the end of the strip. Cut a
22mm x 130mm black strip and matt a smaller green
dotty card panel onto it. Punch a hole near each end.

Cut the butterfly paper to 4mm smaller than the
card front and assemble the waterfall onto it as be-
fore leaving a minimum of 35mm of paper showing
above the assembly. Stick the whole panel to the
card front. Stick a small birthday sticker to black card
and make the little panel by matting onto green dotty
card and black card, add this above the panel.

red canvas to fit the card front
with 2mm of the card showing
all around. Matt a kitchen
flower panel onto this leaving
a 3mm border of canvas
showing all around. Don’t
stick these onto the card yet.

Cut a 90 x 135mm panel of
brown card and matt a
green canvas panel
and recipe panel onto
it leaving a 2mm bor-
der showing on each
layer. Position it onto the panel
already made and fix it into
place with double sided tape. Set an eyelet into each
corner of the wording panel going through all the lay-
ers. Tie a brown ribbon bow and stick in place near
the top of the panel. 

6. Cut a 20mm x 95mm strip of brown card and matt
15mm x 90mm brown canvas onto it. Punch a hole 
at each end in the positions shown above.

7. Tuck the strip into the folded waterfall assembly
aligning the bottom edge with the lower end of the
decorated square panel, making sure it is central 
as in the photo above. Keeping it in position, peel 
the tape from the back of the square panel and stick 
it onto the strip. The longer end will be loose behind
this crossover strip. tie a short length of brown ribbon
through the hole.

Position the waterfall panel on the background
paper panel and mark the positions of the holes
(about 25mm from the bottom of panel to the centre
of holes). Punch the holes through all the panels and
fasten the strip/waterfall panel in place with brads. 

Stick this complete panel onto the front of the
card, now when you pull the end of the strip (at the
ribbon) each panel will flip over in turn to reveal its
picture. Push the strip back up to restart. 



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team

INTRODUCTION:

We have made beautiful matching die-cut topper sheets
(CDTs) to go with this set of die-cut 3D découpage designs,
which look just fabulous either way. The codes for these
are shown alongside the découpage codes in each case.

Purple Romance: DCD577 & CDT018P
Card 1 (DCD): SCF01H-69 Cryogen White. The
design is matted onto black paper and purple
glitter board (GB10A4) then stuck onto the card
which is part covered with scroll paper (SR314P)
and more glitter board.
Card 2 (CDT): SF02C-117 Mink. The border 
is matted onto gold paper (CNT101PA5). A 
hole is punched 20mm from the top edge of the
card. The picture panel is matted onto gold then
purple paper then stuck onto purple stripe card
(CRC312P). The card around the panel is cut 
to a large tag shape and a hole punched near
the top for the ribbon (MTR10-32). Gold scrolls
(XL807U-01) are added around the tag, swing-
ing it to the side as necessary to place them.
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Sticky fix the balustrade in place keeping any fixers away from the
inside ‘clothing’ edges so they bend down when the next bit is placed over
them. Cut between the man’s legs and curve the left leg down. Cut up be-
tween the left sleeve and waistcoat to about half way and curve the sleeve
down. Cut between her right arm and the dress. Sticky fix in place and glue
her hand and his left arm.
Layer 3: Cut between her right arm and dress, cut between his shoulder and
her neck curving the shoulder down, curve the right hand side of the dress
down. Sticky fix in place and glue her right hand, the top of his shoulder and
the top of her head.
Layer 4: Cut between her hand and dress, and half way up at both armpits,
curve the right arm down and the left side of the body down at the cuts.
Sticky fix in place and glue her right hand and the bottom of the dress part.
Layer 5: Begin with part ‘a’ of the dress and work through to ‘d’. Each
piece should be sticky fixed at the bottom edge and glued at the top. 
To accentuate the ruffles, you can shape the curves before you stick
them. The ruched top of the dress should be sticky fixed over the top
of the last piece, and the top, pointed sides glued.
Spitfire: DCD575 & CDT019P (CDT contains both planes)
Card 1 (DCD): SL10U-18 Deep Red. Two strips of blue tartan
paper (SR294P) are matted across the front of the card and
edged with narrow blue borders (XL632U-19), blue organza rib-

bon (MTR10-47) is tied across the centre. The
design is matted onto blue glitter board with
borders (XL632U-19) set in from the edge.
Card 2 (CDT): SL01U-29 Dark Blue. The
front panel has a wide strip of grey weave
paper (SR302P) with black sticker 
borders. It’s decorated with borders
from the sheet and targets from the
DCD sheet. The rosette is made from
coloured paper and a round banner

(CDX018P). The plain banner (CDS108G) is coloured grey then black
sticker wording (XL705U-03) is applied. 
Card 3 (CDT): TF10U-43 Linen White. The small die-cut panel is
matted onto veneer paper (SR252P) and blue paper. The propeller 
is hand cut from veneer paper and the ribbons are bel satin (MTR22-
00, -20 & -47). The other bits and pieces are from the DCD sheet.
The target has a silver brad (BRD101) pushed through the centre and
through the ribbon then it is sticky fixed in place.
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Curve along the body of the plane to give a good shape.
Layer 4: Glue the wing and tailplane where they join the plane.

30
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Mustang: DCD574 & CDT019P
Card 1 (DCD): SCF01U-23 Deep
Green. The design is mounted onto
green foiled paper (CP307G) and part
of a blue scallop card (SCF01U-29).
Blue ribbon (MTR45-47) is tied around
the paper panel and mulberry paper
(MG10A5) is used behind the target.
Card 2 (DCD): SF06C-174 Colorset
Dark Grey. The foiled sky paper
(CP171S) is cut to 84mm x 110mm
then cut into three 28mm wide strips
which are matted onto black then sil-
ver paper.
Card 3 (CDT): AP75U-29 Dark Blue. 
A red tartan stripe (SR292P) is added
along the fold line, and green paper
behind the apertures. One of each
style plane panels are used. The ban-

Red Romance: DCD576 & CDT017P
Card 1 (DCD): SF13U-49 Hammer Red. The
card is covered with scroll paper (SR313P),
with gold ribbon (MTR12-01) and gold let-
ters (ZL758U-41). The design is matted onto
gold glitter board (GB01A4) and black paper.
Card 2 (CDT): CD12U-43 Linen White. All
the front panels (when the card is folded) are
covered in scroll paper. Black border stickers
(XL815U-03) are added to the top edges and
infilled with silver glitter pieces (ZL815U-42).
Two small picture panels, each with one of
the couple, are matted onto silver glitter
board (GB02A4) and then black paper. The
red flowers are combined with silver ribbon
(MTR13-02) and a bow (BOW71-05). 
Card 3 (DCD): SF08M-82 Stardream Silver.
The design is cut to 84mm wide to lose the

scrolls to the left and allow the design to fit the
narrow card. Layer 1 is matted onto red paper
and silver glitter board (GB02A4). The border
comes with red edges, and is matted onto 
the same glitter board. The wording banner is 
made with a bit of a play on the ‘strictly’ theme,
with red ribbon (MTR10-20) and some of the left-
over flowers from the previous card to finish. 
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut along his chin line, curve the chin
up and the shirt collar and neck down a little.
Curve the jacket top
down where it goes
over the shoulder.
Layer 3: Begin with
the jacket, curve the
top down as before
and also the top of
her right arm. Curve
the top of her left
arm and glue it to the
previous layer. Cut
between the bottom
of the dress and leg
on the left and curve
the dress down. Glue
the top of the dress
down. Place a sticky
fixer on the heel of
his shoe and let the
toe relax down to the
previous layer.
Layer 4: Cut be-
tween the sleeve and
jacket, curve the
sleeve up a little and
the jacket down at
the cut and at the
shoulder. Cut be-

tween the left side of the heel
and sole of her shoe (carefully)
and curve the sole down at the
cut. Sticky fix the dress into
place and glue at the top. Sticky
fix his arm and glue at the shoul-
der. Sticky fix the bag into place,
tucking the handle under the
hand on layer 2 which will give 
a nice slope to the whole bag.

ner (CDX018P) is mounted on
ribbon and the wording is cov-
ered by a dad banner from the
die-cut découpage sheet.
Card 4 (CDT): SL03U-24 Dark
Green. The card is covered with
veneer paper and a border from
the sheet added to one side.
The panel is matted onto red
card and a hole punched in the
bottom right corner. Green rib-
bon (MTR20-66) is looped
through the hole and left long.
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 4: Curve along the body
to give a nice shape.
Layer 5: Curve the front edge of
the wing. Glue the tailplane and
wing where they join the plane.



A Stitch In Time 
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Die-Cuts: CDT529G Sewing
Machines and CDT020P Mannequins.

Paper Pack: PK722 Make and Mend
and Scraps from PK724 (or any papers).

Colorset Paper: COL152PA4 Suede 
and COL153PA4 Tuscan Brown.

Ferro Paper: F01A4 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL827U-01 Stitched Borders.

Small Dressmakers Pins x 3.

Card Mount: SF13U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of suede paper to 185mm x
185mm and stick centrally onto the front of the card.

Take one sheet of the
pattern paper shown and
cut just below the curved
edge of the top left motif
to make a slot (see arrow).
Stick this whole sheet
onto the card 3mm in from
the top right corner of the
brown panel leaving the
bit of motif above the cut (X), unstuck.

Mount one of the mannequin panels onto gold
ferro paper and trim to leave a 3mm border. Slip the
top corner of this under the cut motif (at the arrow)
and stick in place.

Stick the ‘With Love’ panel to gold ferro paper and
trim to leave a 3mm border at the top and bottom
edges only. Matt onto tuscan brown paper leaving
3mm showing at the top and bottom only, once more.
Use sticky fixers to mount this to the bottom left cor-
ner of the suede paper, 3mm in from the edges.

Cut a strip of tuscan brown paper to 10 x 190mm
and trim one long edge with shaped scissors (or any
cutting system you happen to have) to create a ‘pink-
ing shear’ look. Stick this down the card, about 6mm
to the right of the mannequin panel.

These beautiful die-cut black and gold
sewing machines take us back in time to
the days before electricity. They make per-
fect partners for our mannequin die-cuts
and vintage sewing papers.

Cut a piece of striped paper to 80 x 105mm and
‘pink’ the edges. Mount this onto tuscan brown 
paper and trim to leave a 1mm border. 

Mount onto gold ferro paper and trim to leave a
2mm border. Sticky fix this to the bottom right corner.
Add a piece of thread to
the sewing machine taking
it through the top part as
shown and then sticky fix
to the panel on the card in
the position shown. 

Pink the right hand edge
of a piece of tuscan brown
paper then cut to make a
panel 40mm x 67mm wide.
Stick the happy birthday panel onto this as shown
then stick the panel about 5mm above the sewing
machine in the position shown.

Run zig-zag stitched borders around the edges 
of the main suede panel and to the left edge of the
birthday panel too. Add a little cotton reel between
the sewing machine and with love panels.

Cut little bits of some pretty papers, pink the edges
and stick a dressmakers pin through one corner of
each. Stick onto the top right corner (sticky fix the
middle one) to look like small fabric patches.

X
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SEW PRETTY CARD:

Use an offset aperture card in hemp white (GFA
26V-66). You will also need a sewing machine, a
piece of silky fabric, thread in dark grey, grey, white
and gold, some lacy edging and stickers XL648U-01. 

Take a striped sheet of paper and place with the
stripes going vertically. Trim to 130mm wide and save
the trimmed strip. Trim the bottom edge so you have
a 130mm square. 

Use a sewing machine to stitch a dark grey border
around the trimmed panel about 5mm
in from the edge (see the photo below),
start and end at the top left corner and
leave the cotton ends long. 

Tie the bobbin threads together on
the back of the panel and then tie the
top threads into a bow. Stick the panel
to the centre panel on the card.

Machine embroider a pattern along
the saved offcut strip (see right) and tie
off the ends of the thread.

Choose the sheet of paper with the
flower motif. Cut a 40mm strip from the
left side of the sheet, with the flower motif on it. Stick
this piece to the small front panel on the card and
trim to fit.

Turn the rest of the sheet so the borders are as
shown on the front panel (see photo), position the top
and bottom borders evenly to the edge of the card
front and stick in place. Trim off the excess. You will
have a narrow strip of card still showing on the right,
this is fine. Cut the paper away from the aperture.

Stick the stitched border to the front of the card
leaving about 6mm between it and the aperture, over-
lapping the right hand edge. Stick a strip of lace to

the back of this to show just a little on the front.
Cover the back of the small flap (not shown) with 
cotton reel paper. 

Wind some thread onto the cotton reel on the die-
cut sewing machine and “thread” it (see close up
photo below), glue the end at the presser foot. Cut
between the presser
foot and the table then
sticky fix the machine
to the card with the top
of the table above the
aperture.

Stitch a hem along 
all the edges of a piece
of silky fabric (about 50
x 110mm). Stitch some
lace to the right hand
long edge for about the
first 50mm. Feed this
through the machine
under the presser foot. 

Scrunch the silk
under the machine and stick the lower edge to the
front of the card, allowing the left edge of the silk to
go slightly up around the side of the card as it folds
back. Keep the lace a little apart from the silk where 
it is not stitched, fold the end up and stick to the 
card next to the silk. On the inside, keep the fabric
fairly straight and stick the lower edge of the silk 
and lace to the bottom of the front panel.

Press out a blank, foil edged panel and add the
birthday greeting, then sticky fix in place. Press out
three small cotton reels, wind one with gold thread
and add a little dark grey to the back of the other
two. Arrange on the back panel, sticky fix in place
and trim the threads to look good.



Beach Scenes
By Nikki Harvey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: 
SR175P Rippled Water and SR011P Sand.

Centura Pearl Card: CNT139CA4 Fresh Blue.

A4 White Card.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL657U-01 Anniversary,
XL563U-01 and XL564U-01 Alphabets.

Gloss Varnish: ADH51.

Acrylic Paint: ACP480 Titanium White.

Small Quantity of Sand.

Card Mount: SF13U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of blue card to 150mm square, stick
onto the card front,10mm from the fold and top edge.

Cut a piece of white card to 145mm x 145mm.
Cover the top 100mm with water paper. Cut a piece
of sand paper to 70mm deep and shape the top 
edge to a wave effect. Stick this on the bottom of 
the white panel, overlapping the water.

Cut three more pieces of sand paper with wavy
tops, each a little shorter than the last (see photo) 

to give definition to the 
foreground. Glue the first 
in place then add the other
two, sticky fixing the top
edges of each and gluing the
bottom edges onto the card. 

Add a wet look to the top
section of sand using gloss
varnish and allow to dry.

Squeeze about a table-
spoonful of white paint onto
a piece of scrap plastic. Add
some sand to the paint, mix
well to give a gritty texture. 

Apply this to the sea
paper using a paintbrush or
cocktail stick, to make frothy
white waves. Make an al-
most continuous wobbly line
of paint along the top of the
sand, going part on the sand
and part in the water, to look
like frothy waves. 

VARIATION:

Instead of the sandy paint, this cascade card (CD-
12U-43) uses liquid appliqué which is a reasonable
alternative. You will need to cover the back panel 
and the front of the next panel with water paper then
cover the front and the second panel with sand
paper. Add the liquid appliqué to make the surf as
before then use a hot air gun to puff it up.

The peel-off stickers are XL068U-03, stuck onto
white paper, then cut around and coloured using flex
markers. The flag is cut by hand, with a wire pole.

Cut little extra ‘clouds’ from the water and sand
papers to tuck the surfers, buckets and ball into. Cut
out some sandcastles and add them to the scene,
any that overlap the top edges of the card need to 
be double sided so the white back does not show.

Make a couple of rows of tiny paint dots along 
the top of the next sand piece. Scatter dots of white
froth across the varnished area of sand (see photo)
and allow the paint to dry. 

Stick the beach scene to the blue panel on the
card and add the sticker greeting below the panel.
Add the verse, or one of your choosing, along the
edge of the card using individual letters. I used a
straight border sticker, applied to the card in a wavy
line. When you are happy with the shape, place the
letters along the line. Taking care not to lift the letters
that go over the line, remove then re-apply the line to
make the guide for the next row of letters.



Bubbly Fish
By Sarah Bennett
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR175P Rippled Water.

Creative Banners: CDX017P Mixed Colours.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL291U-03 Fish, XL796U-08
Linked Borders and ZL733U-53 Rope Borders.

Glass Paints: GPP017 Colourless, GPP022 Yellow
Orange, GPP028 Brown, GPP029 Turquoise,
GPP032 Yellow and GPP033 Reseda Green.

Brush Cleaner: GPA001.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Glitter Glue: STK003 Crystal.

Double Ap. Card Mount: DA10U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the square aperture from the card onto a
piece of white paper then place the acetate on top 
so the line shows through. 

Stick the four corner bubbles onto the acetate,
placing them just inside the drawn line. Add the fish
sticker in the centre. Place the acetate face down 
on clean paper, cover with scrap paper and press all
over to ensure it is firmly stuck.

Turn the work face up, place on a piece of white
paper and paint everything (except the bubbles in the
main design) using a fine paintbrush. Push the paint
to the lines rather than using a brushing motion.
Clean the brush between colours using white spirit 
or brush cleaner and dry on a piece of kitchen paper.

Use diluted brown for the pebbles. Mix on a spare
bit of acetate, adding about eight brushes of clear
with two brushes of brown, mix together well, but
gently, to avoid getting air bubbles. Put this some-
where flat and dust free to dry. Colour all the bub-

bles with glitter glue. 
and allow to dry 
once more. 

Cover the front of
the card with rippled
water paper then cut
away the paper cov-
ering the aperture. 

Stick the design
behind the aperture
in the centre panel
then use double

sided tape around the aperture and the edge of the
back flap to stick it in place.

Make a wave border using a waste piece from the
linked border stickers, trim the lower edge straight
while it is still on the sticker sheet then stick it along
the bottom of the card. 

Add a rope border midway between the tops of 
the waves and the bottom of the aperture. Stick the
greeting tag onto a scrap of white card and carefully
trim around it to leave a 2mm border. Use sticky fix-
ers to mount onto the card over the rope border.

VARIATION:

This little card uses an AP54U-30 card mount,
draw the aperture onto the flap behind and carefully
cut out to make it a double aperture card.

Add the happy birthday stickers (XL705U-03)
around the aperture with three dots from the dotty
border (XL793U-03) between each set. Add the 
bubbles to the corners of the card and use pale blue
glitter glue (STK025 Waterfall) to colour them.
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Below: 
Kate Hinson, Nottinghamshire.
A ‘Life Smiles’ découpage design, matted onto
a nautically themed panel and card blank. Fin-
ished with extras from the découpage sheet,
string and a peel-off sticker message.

Left: 
Phrynette Morrison, Wiltshire.
The front of this Father’s day card has been
pleat-folded to create a layered effect, with 
different papers on different parts of the card.

Below: Linda Sefton, N. Yorks.
This card features a rubber-
stamped design, mounted at
an angle on top of matching
embossed card, finished with 
a shirt peel-off sticker and
raised picture panel, also
coloured orange to match.

Right: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
Die-cut butterflies and flowers
are layered to give a pretty
shadow effect, in pink and
black. Embellished with mini
pearls and peel-off stickers.

Above: 
Norah Watchorn, Nottinghamshire.
A corner fold card, decorated with mini playing
cards and a matching background paper. I used
a ‘spade’ shaped brad to hold the corner in
place.

Right: 
Wendy Lewis, 
West Glamorgan.
To make this easel
card design I
mounted sheets of
creative paper onto 
a deep green card,
onto this I added a
printed golf picture
and a shaker card 
element made with
real sand. To finish 
I added peel-off
sticker borders and 
a computer printed
wording panel to hold
the easel in place.

Below Left: Pat Billingham, Lancashire.
This card features a number of cricket themed peel-off stickers, mounted on ac-
etate, using sticky fixers for depth. I cut the top-right corner off the front of this
card and used it to make a raised panel in the opposite corner.
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Above: Anne Mushens, Essex.
The shirt on this card is an origami folded Craft
Creations DigiDownload paper, while the shoes
and phone are hand-cut from black centura
pearl card. The buttons on the shirt are made
from silver peel-off sticker dots and the ‘Happy
Birthday’ message is a die-cut banner.

Above: 
Annette Humphries, 
Mid Glamorgan.
A rugby player design I rubber
stamped onto a die-cut panel
and coloured in. Mounted on
backing paper and finished
with a die-cut banner and a
rugby ball border. Made using
a scalloped edged card.

Above: 
Jane Seddon, 
Merseyside.
A clock card with peel-off
sticker gears. I cut and layered
lots of different papers to 
create different effects for 
each hour of the day, and
added small raised panels 
with peel-off stickers for the
numbers. The hands are 
made out of card to match 
the number panels.

Below: 
 Linda Williams, Gloucestershire.
An aperture card featuring a handmade tatting
design and a matching ribbon rose in the centre.

Below: Sonia Dewell, Essex.
What a wonderful way to use up your scraps! I
wove together a selection of equal width strips
of paper, mounted them on a dark background
and added a diamond shape panel in the centre.

Above: Margaret Bullen, West Sussex.
I made this card for a neighbour’s 80th birthday
using lots of individually punched flowers. I am
very fond of my punches.

Right: Gloria Warner, Hertfordshire.
For this sailing design, I have used an aperture
card covered with different colours of wool, all
mounted in place with double-sided tape. The
boat is made up on a card template then
mounted over the background.
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Left:
Millie Gahan (Age 10), France.
A birthday card featuring woolly
flowers with button centres, a
vase made out of card, peel-off
stickers and a die-cut banner.

Above: 
Linda Lace, Cumbria.
A father’s day card with 
a foiled picture panel and
‘Have a Happy Father’s Day’
Message. Finished with but-
tons and string in the top-
right corner.

Below:
Amy Jones, Norfolk.
A life-smiles découpage design
on a silver card panel with ex-
tras from the découpage sheet.

Below: 
Sue Cuthbert, Suffolk.
A birthday card made with striped and
textured creative papers and metallic
gold card. I’ve kept this card plain and
simple on the theory that ‘less is more’.

Below: 
Liz Futter, Lincolnshire.
A birthday card featuring a die-cut top-
per design with layered creative papers
and peel-off sticker borders.

Left: 
Kate Earle, East Yorkshire.
I thought you might like to see
a card I have made with some
inspiration from the magazine.
This is a new baby card with
little die-cut bibs, a boat made
from card and creative paper
and a blue gingham back-
ground.

Below: 
Eva-Marie Callaghan, Essex.
A die-cut swan topper on layers of 
glitter card and vinyl with a dragonfly
sticker to finish.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting Mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Cutting Mat: Perfect for most cardmaking projects.
CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01: Good for découpage.
KNI15 Olfa mini touch-knife: Self retracting blade for safety.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.
EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For rubber stamping heat embossing.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As above, but with two speeds. 
GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH28 Glue dots, Didi enthusiast pack.
ADH29 Glue dots, Mini enthusiast pack.
ADH30 Glue dots, Craft enthusiast pack.
ADH31 Glue dots, Craft & mini dots.
ADH34 Glue dots, Hook & loop, white.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots, black.
ADH36 Hook & loop dots, white.
GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen.
ADH45 Collall silicone adhesive - odourless - 80ml tube.
ADH46 Collall photoglue - 250ml tin.
ADH47 Collall photoglue tube - 50ml tube.
ADH48 Collall sticky glue - 50ml bottle.
ADH49 Collall glue stick xtra power - 40g tube.
ADH50 Collall varnish glue, brushable, semi-matt - 50ml jar.
ADH51 Collall varnish glue, brushable, slightly glossy - 50ml jar.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml: Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.
PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.
WRI26 Set of 6 sketching pencils: B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.
PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor Pens: Lovely pens - great results.

PENS
WRI62 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 1.8mm, white.
WRI65 Fine line black pigment ink pen -  0.5mm.
WRI66 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 2 gold/silver, apprx. 2mm.
WRI67 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 5 gold, silver, pink, blue
and green - approx. 2mm wide line.
RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.
RUL03 30cm Make me ruler (metric only): We just love this see-
through plastic ruler. It has a steel edge to prevent damage while
cutting and is marked with a grid pattern so you can cut neat,
even borders without any measuring and marking out.
SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars. Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI13 Fiskars. Straight cutting scissors, 30mm curved blades.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip and 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
PPW301 Corner rounder: Lever style, corner rounding punch.
STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.
TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH33 Masking tape: 25mm wide × 50metres long.
ADH42 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 3mm wide x 5m.
ADH43 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 6mm wide x 5m.
ADH44 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 12mm wide x 5m.
ADH52 Uhu dry & clean refillable glue roller - 14m roll.
ADH53 Refill for UHU ADH52 - permanent - 14m roll.
PTM01 Photomount double-sided sheets: 300 x 1300mm.
PTM11 Photomount double-sided sheets: 450 x 1300mm.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.
TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gsm: Often used for parchment craft.
TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.
TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.
QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

There are certain tools and supplies we all come back to again and again - essential cardmaking supplies.
To help you find these useful items quickly and easily we’ve gathered them together in one place.
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